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Signs of a Failing Relationship
Do these sound familiar?
• “they’re afraid to try new things”
• “they won’t spend any money on me”
• “they have no time to spend working on our
relationship”
• “they don’t know how to turn me on”

Investing in Your Relationship

Outline

• Invest in your computer
• Use a variety of software
• Keep learning new skills
• Payoff is in your bottom line

• ClipX
• PerfectIt basics
• PerfectIt advanced skills
• WordRake
• Edifix
• FileCleaner
• Other programs
• Making a commitment

ClipX

Demo

• Why have a clipboard that holds just one item?
• With ClipX, instead of typing Ctrl+V, type
Ctrl+Shift+V
• See the last 25 items in the clipboard
• Paste unformatted
• Saves time switching windows
• Free
• http://bluemars.org/clipx/
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PerfectIt Basics

Why Use PerfectIt

• Hyphenation (broad based / broad‐based)
• Numbers (numerals / words)
• Spelling (advisor / adviser)
• Abbreviations
• Words in capitals (Dollars / dollars)
• Header capitalisation
• Lists (punctuation and capitals)
• Comments left in text

• Consistency mistakes are difficult to find.
• Spotting consistency mistakes is time‐consuming.
• Write your way – no templates, forms or markers
• Enormous time saving
• Leaves you in control of each change
• Top software among professional editors

Demo

Built‐In Style Sheets
• Style sheets available in PerfectIt 3:
• UK, US, Canadian, and Australian Spelling
• EU, UN, WHO, and Australian Government Styles
• American Legal Style

• Select from the dropdown list

Creating and Editing Style Sheets

Demo
• PerfectIt’s style sheet editor

• Set PerfectIt to check multiple style manuals
• One style sheet for each
• Comprehensive video tutorials on YouTube:
• https://www.youtube.com/IntelligentEditing
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WordRake

Demo

• Simplify writing
• Legal writing and plain English
• Very easy to learn
• Makes suggestions in tracked changes
• Review each change

• We stand in agreement agree that this section has
pertinence to pertains to any contract.
• If it is your intention you intend to cause delay, we
will oppose you.
• The manager may have some suspicion with
respect to suspect the customer’s honesty.
• There are three Three principles that help to
resolve this issue.

Edifix

Demo

• Formats references
• Copy/paste, then checks online
• Links to PubMed and Crossref
• Styles of formatting:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AMA
APA
Chicago
CSE (aka Scientific Style and Format)
ISO‐690
ICMJE (aka Citing Medicine/NLM)
MLA

FileCleaner

Demo

• Corrects messy documents
• Fixes common typesetting problems
•
•
•
•
•
•

multiple spaces
multiple returns
unnecessary tabs
improperly typed ellipses
double hyphens into em dashes,
hyphens between numerals into en dashes.
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Pricing

Other Programs/Concepts

• ClipX (free)
• PerfectIt ($99)
• WordRake ($129 per year)
• Edifix ($40 per month)
• FileCleaner ($30)

• ReferenceChecker
• StyleWriter
• Editor’s Toolkit
• EditTools
• Contract Tools
• Macros
• Wildcards
• Shortcut keys

Making a Commitment
How to fix your relationship in 12 months
• Try one new program every three months
• Spend two hours on each new program
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